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Covered in this
month’s issue:
Microsoft vs. IBM in the
field of Artificial Intelligence
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Mi crosoft vs. IBM i n the
fi el d of Arti fi ci al Intel l i gence
We are excited to welcome you to the first edition of the
Quantum Terminal newsletter, which will be published
monthly and focus on corporate intellectual property (IP)
analytics.
The Quantum Terminal is an artificial intelligence-driven
big data corporate IP analytics platform. We explore each
element of a company’s IP to form an individual
knowledge profile. Combined with fundamental data, we
draw a precise picture and gain completely new insights
into more than 700,000 companies worldwide based on
more than 110 million patents, 250 million innovations,
and 310 million references. Essentially, almost all
innovations, patents and scholarly work ever created
digitally. Indicators from top universities (such as Harvard,
University of California, University of Hong Kong) and
renowned institutions (OECD, NBER) have been
implemented to provide unparalleled IP analytics.

PATENT POWER
If Quantum Terminal interrogates the types of patent held
by each company, similar skill sets are revealed at a high
conceptual level (Level 2). Both companies focus on
“computing, calculating or counting” and “electric
communication techniques”.
This may not be surprising in itself, but we can also see
that IBM shows slightly greater strength with the former,
while Microsoft has a slender advantage in the latter
category.
A major point of difference is in “basic electric elements”,
where IBM dominates as a result of its hardware legacy.

This month we look at two technology giants that excel in
the field of artificial intelligence (AI). Microsoft and IBM are
currently the leading public companies in AI according to
our methodology, which identifies and measures the
strength of company patents for a selected field. So, let us
now delve deeper in our analysis by comparing their whole
patent portfolios.
DIFFERENT PATHS
Since Microsoft and IBM famously partnered in the 1980s,
their corporate paths diverged considerably. Microsoft’s
market capitalization stood at more than $1.5tn at the end
of October 2020, more than fifteen times that of IBM
(~$100bn). While Microsoft stock outperformed over the
past decade, up ~650%, IBM languished in the doldrums
with stock value declining more than 20%. For context, the
S&P500 index nearly trebled over the period. Microsoft
remains a software company at heart, while IBM
concentrates on IT consultancy and services.

If we dig deeper still – at a more granular level (4) –
Microsoft’s broad range of strengths come into sharper
focus. The software behemoth outperforms IBM in a
number of key areas, with a notable IP lead when it comes
to modes of interaction between human and machine. This
includes graphical user interfaces and touch-screen
‘gestures’. Pattern recognition is another strength at
Redmond - which can be applied to anything from
interpreting handwriting to fingerprints. Less well known is
Microsoft’s expertise in the field of Head Up Displays.

Despite obvious differences, they share high standing in
regard to ESG – with serious initiatives to promote
diversity, sustainability and good corporate governance.
Using ESG Ratings data (Morningstar/Sustainalytics),
Quantum Terminal indicates that Microsoft is slightly
ahead of IBM on this metric, but both are comfortably
placed in the middle of the top quartile.
Stock price aside, in recent years both companies
acquired
industry-leading
prowess
with
artificial
intelligence. IBM’s Watson is arguably the world’s most
recognised AI initiative. Moreover, in October 2020 IBM’s
CEO Arvind Krishna announced that the company would
split – with IT services spun off, leaving the IBM brand to
focus on cloud computing and AI. Microsoft meanwhile
offers an extensive suite of AI services, many of which plug
into its cloud platform, Azure. But away from the headlines
and PR, how do the companies compare?
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Microsoft patents relating to touchscreens, gestures and
manipulating objects may be of particular note - at least to
Apple, which cites them heavily in their own patents.
Amazon also cites Microsoft’s work on ‘data transmission’.
It’s an area of clear interest for the online retail giant, which
frequently cites IBM patents in the same category.
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CLOUD VIEW
The different directions taken by Microsoft and IBM is
evident when the keywords that feature in all their patents
are viewed as word clouds. For patents registered over the
past five years by Microsoft, we see words such as
“display” alongside “virtual”, “predictive”, “efficiency” and
“feedback” appear most often. The tone is one of business
efficiency – with IP applied to the office environment to aid
automation.

In contrast, the word cloud generated by IBM’s keywords
shows a focus on transportation. The keyword “vehicle”
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appears most frequently in their patents, alongside related
terminology like “aerial”, “unmanned” and “transport”.
Telecommunications emerges as a second theme with
“cellular” and “phone” also catching the eye.
Telecommunications emerges as a second theme with
“cellular” and “phone” also catching the eye.

Quantum Terminal’s power to identify and interrogate IP is
used in this instance to highlight two companies leading
the way in AI. While Microsoft’s capabilities are widely
recognised, IBM’s strength tends to remain overlooked.
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